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Finding the Bungee Cord K-value 
Summary 
 In this experiment, the K constants at different lengths of the bungee cord are to be 
determined using Hooke’s Law. This is done by measuring the change in length of the hanging 
cord before and after attaching a weight to the end of it at different equilibrium lengths. This 

difference in length represents the change in X from the equation, Fspring=-K(X). Hooke’s law 
provides us a mechanism to find the value of interest, K, but the K value is not consistent at 
varying lengths of the spring.  
 In order to find the K at different lengths of the bungee, three different weighted 

objects’ X were measured from a small equilibrium (.2m), a medium length equilibrium (.6m) 

and a long length equilibrium (1.2m). For each equilibrium length, the X from each mass is 
graphed. Finding the slope of the linear relationship of theses graphs gives the K-value for that 
equilibrium length. At an equilibrium of .2m the K value is 9.0097N/m, at an equilibrium of .6m 
the K value is 4.2749N/m, and at 1.2m the K-value is 1.6429N/m. Using these measured values, 
we can now derive an equation to find the K value at any equilibrium by plotting the K values 
against the equilibrium lengths. Using excel tools an equation can be found to describe the 
relationship of the variables. In this case, the relationship was exponential, yielding an equation 
of y= 12.322e-1.693x. The R2 value was .9981, meaning the trendline fits well.  
 This experiment helps significantly for future experiments. The relationship between the 
length of the cord and the K-value is now in an equation form. This makes calculations for the 
final experiment possible. It also provides the acceleration of the egg since m(a)=-K(X). This 
conclusion follows the trend we expect to find. As the cords’ length gets longer it requires less 
force to stretch. However, we must be aware of slight human error in taking measurements, 
when making future calculations. 
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Diagram 1. This diagram shows how the spring was set up in order to obtain the K-value at 

different lengths. As shown, the spring was attached to different weights and the X was 
measured for each weight and equilibrium length.  
 

X=Xf-Xi Xi 

Xf=? 

Xi 
Weights added:  
.245 N 
.49N 
.98 N 
 
 

Xi conditions: 
(equilibrium) 
.2m 
.6m 
1.2m 

Spring constant=? 
 

Weight 



 
 
Graph and Figures: 
 

Change in length X(m) 
(+/- .02) 

Weight W (N) 
 (+/- .001) 

0.03 0.245 
0.05 0.49 

0.11 0.98 

Figure 1.0 Change in X for different weights at .2m. This table shows the recorded 
change in length at an equilibrium value of .2 for three different force of weights. 
 

 

 
Figure 1.1. The force of Weight vs the chance in X at an equilibrium of .2m. This graph shows the 
increase in change of length due to the increase in weight. It is expected to see an increase of 

X with an increase in the force of weight.  
 

Change in Length  
X(m) (+/-.02)  

Weight W 
 (N) 

0.05 0.245 

0.09 0.49 

0.24 0.98 

Figure 2.0 The change in length for different weights at an equilibrium of .6m. This table shows 
the resulting change in X for the three different weights. 
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Figure 2.1 Graph of weight vs change in Length at equilibrium of .6m. This graph also shows a 

clear increase of X with the increase in weight. This graph also shows a bigger X for each 
weight than figure 1.1.  

Change in length X 
(m) (+/-.02)  

Weight W (N)  
(+/-.001) 

0.1 0.245 

0.235 0.49 

0.628 0.98 

Figure 3.0. Table of change in X for different weights at an equilibrium of 1.2m. This table shows 
the increasing change in x for increasing weight. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Graph of Weight vs. the Change in Length at Equilibrium of 1.2m. This further shows 

the increase in X with an increase in weight. It also shows the increasing X at the longer 
equilibrium length.  
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W= 1.6429X
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Equilibrium 
Length X (m) 

(+/-.02)  
K values  
(N/m) 

0.2 9.0097 

0.6 4.2749 

1.2 1.6429 

Figure 4.0 K-values Found at the Different Equilibrium Points. These values were found from 
figures 1.1,2.1, and 3.1. K-values were left with more significant figures in order to assure more 
accuracy in further use. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 K-values vs. Equilibrium Length. Using the three sloops from the last graphs the K-
value at each equilibrium length was calculated. This graph shows the relationship between the 
K-values and the equilibrium length, and a K can be found at any X-value using the equation.  
 

Value of Interest: 
The equation, K=12.322e-1.693x  is of interest in this experiment. Using this exponential 

equation, the K value at different X values of the bungee cord can be estimated. This will be 
crucial to the egg drop since the height of the bungee drop is not currently known. Using this 
the acceleration can be estimated at a given height using; mass(acceleration)=-K(X).  

Error Analysis: 
 The r value in our graph shows a very close to 1 fit. The .9981 r value shows a 
relationship between the trendline and the actual data. The logistic option for best fit gave a 
negative K value at a higher X value, and the quadratic K value increased after a certain large X 
value. Therefore, the exponential equation was selected due to ruling out the other options and 
the strong R2 value.  It is important to recognize the slight error in this experiment since this will 
be used in the final bungee lab. However, the small error calculated could be due to inaccurate 
measuring techniques and not enough measurements. Standard deviation and percent error 
were not applicable to our data due to lack of measurements. All in all, this is the outcome we 
expect in comparison to other experiments. The K value should decrease at longer lengths, 
meaning it stretches farther at a longer length.  

K = 12.322e-1.693x

R² = 0.9981
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